
Everything you really want...
184 Chalmers St Surry Hills 2010  Ph: 02 9212 6026   Fax: 02 9212 6728

Prices are subject to change without prior notification

Similar to the hanging lamp, this standing lamp consists of practically nothing more than one fluent, curved line with a bulb attached to the end of it. 
Since this object needs to stand on the ground, two small lines were added, becoming the legs of the lamp. On one hand the basic design doesn’t 
draw too much attention, on the other hand its playful character does tingle the eye. 
To emphasize this frolic appearance, the lamp is offered in joyous colors such as green, blue and even curry. Subdued versions in black, grey and 
brass are also available. 

Dimensions: 190 x 109 cm
Material:  Steel
Colours available: Green, Blue, Curry, Black and Grey

STANDING LAMP N1 / by Muller Van Severen



Everything y�  re� ly want...
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Prices are subject to change without prior notifi cation

Similar to the fl oor lamp, this hanging lamp consists of practically nothing more than one fl uent, curved line with a bulb attached to the end of it. 
On one hand the basic design doesn’t draw too much attention, on the other hand its playful character does tingle the eye. 
To emphasize this frolic appearance, the lamps are offered in joyous colors such as green, blue and even curry. Subdued versions in black, grey and 
brass are also available. 

Material:  Steel
Colours available: Green, Blue, Curry, Black and Grey

N1
140 x 182 cm

N2
180 x 90 cm

N3
135 x 147 cm

N4
180 x 102 cm

N5
100 x 102 cm

HANGING LAMPS / by Muller Van Severen



Everything y�  re� ly want...
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Prices are subject to change without prior notifi cation

Similar to the fl oor lamp, this ceiling lamp consists of practically nothing more than one fl uent, curved line with a bulb attached to the end of it. 
On one hand the basic design doesn’t draw too much attention, on the other hand its playful character does tingle the eye. 
Available in black and brass.

Material:  Steel
Colours available: Black and Brass

N1
91,5 x 93 cm

N3
51,5 x 72,5 cm

N2
66,5 x 117,5 cm

CEILING LAMPS / by Muller Van Severen


